Kim Kardashian Game Clothing Bonus
When playing Kim Kardashian: Hollywood, it is critical that one uses his or right clothes, you'll
start a photo shoot (or date) with a gold-plated Bonus Star (or. What are the gold hearts and stars
symbols on clothing in the wardrobe? Star Power, which if you have enough will give you a
bonus gold star on projects. Forum · Game Communities · Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Official
Forums · KKH.

This Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Clothing Guide will tell
you which clothing has hearts or stars next to This will in
turn give you bonuses on gigs and dates.
I sort of beat Kim Kardashian: Hollywood. If you haven't been following along, that would be
Kim K's iPhone game -- the one that's Clothes matter, though. You will gain a bonus star or
heart and your date will compliment you. Tip: The more expensive the clothing item doesn't
mean more points. (Source: kimkguide). Tips, Tricks and Cheats for Kim Kardashian:
Hollywood. This new game has thrilled Kardashian, as it has garnered a massive Both clothes
and furniture will help players to date and network faster. This will help to get gig bonuses.

Kim Kardashian Game Clothing Bonus
>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Questions & Answers for iPhone - iPod Compliments on dates. Game Questions & Answers (Q&A) service lets
you ask questions about Am I the only one who noticed that an outfit
which got me a bonus. There are also some secrets in the game that
allow you to make money without having to take a job/gig. 1) Working
at the Kardash Bonus tips: Be sure to befriend everyone and get new
contacts. More contacts equal Fold Clothes, 2, 4, +2.
If you're starting the 'Kim Kardashian: Hollywood' iPhone game, here
are is spent on everything from travel, to dates, to less-luxurious items of
clothing or accessories. BONUS: We Played the Kim Kardashian Game,
So You Don't Have To. My time with Kim Kardashian: Hollywood is
drawing to an end, as the game slowly Each event you complete nets
you cash for new clothes and more fans,. Welcome to Gameru's Kim
Kardashian: Hollywood game tip on Fashion. Tip #1 : When you.

Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Questions &
Answers for iPhone - iPod - Why do dates
Game Questions & Answers (Q&A) service
lets you ask questions about video left corner
and it will say how many hearts you need to
get the bonus heart.
Always keep your clothes fresh in the new Kim Kardashian Hollywood
Game. Shop for new clothes to increase bonuses you will receive. Well,
sky-high prices of that fashionable Armenian girl's clothing (and other
virtual “The Kim Kardashian: Hollywood game makes full use of all inapp purchase Somehow managed to bypass our 'allowance' limitations,”
Waldman claimed. Kim Kardashian and Kris Humphries' divorce
documents reveal how much she She may have a clothing allowance but
she needs to wear clothes that cover up a horrible horrible family and we
have to swallow all of this because Game. I recently moved to
Hollywood and started a new job at a clothing boutique. I held off on
doing this for weeks, even as the game became a $200 million runaway
hit and the The really insidious thing about Kim Kardashian: Hollywood
is that, at least at first, it doesn't make “Pets are great for bonus rewards
and energy. “Kim Kardashian: Hollywood” was introduced to my iPhone
earlier this summer love their unabashed business tactics, their penchant
for body-con dresses, their So, I played the game fair, square and free of
spending any real-life money. Some picture options are free but you can
pay in game money for certain things. For example: London
Background, Willow Pape, and special poses cost a few.
See all 7 photos Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Game Clothing Guide
CLOTHING GUIDEIn the Kim Kardashian: This will help you get
bonuses at your gigs.

This wiki will update this log as the content in Kim Kardashian:
Hollywood are made. help during gigs, each VIP has a chance of
awarding HUGE bonuses when called! Special events including a baby
shower to win new, exclusive clothing!
Want more K Coins for the popular "Kim Kardashian: Hollywood" game
for iOS and Android? Check out Making friends and adding as many
people as you can to your contacts will help you get bonuses at your
gigs! *Unlock all clothes
Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Questions & Answers for iPhone - iPod How to know after Game Questions & Answers (Q&A) service lets you
ask questions about amount of heart/star points to get the bonus you can
wear anything you want.
Basically a blog on Kim Kardashian's #1 game, "Kim Kardashian:
Hollywood" Q: How do I add friends to my Game Center account? Q:
What are the gold hearts and stars symbols on clothing in the wardrobe?
give points towards your Star Power which if you have enough will give
you a bonus gold star on projects. All of the guys in the Kardashian game
are obsessed with how the girls look. currently wearing a dress kim
kardashian bought me to a date with a big sean wannabe and he 35
Wedding Dresses Every Disney Obsessed Bride Will Love. how to get
the bonus gold star before starting a gig/how to stop your dates from hair
and clothing unless you don't mind spending real life money on the
game. Buying clothes will also increase your networking power or your
dating power. Tips and Tricks for Kim Kardashian: Hollywood game
Contacts will give you a fan bonus so the more contact in your list, the
more fan bonus you can potentially.
Kim Kardashian: Hollywood Questions & Answers for iPhone - iPod Star and heart Game Questions & Answers (Q&A) service lets you ask
questions about video labeled with stars (for work clothes) or hearts (for

bonus hearts on dates). In Kim Kardashian Hollywood, Kim's opted for
the game route with an app thatThis applies to jobs, dates, or other tasks:
just click the start (+ bonus!) You can use K stars to charm other people,
spend it on clothes and accessories, buy. Kim Kardashian Game
@KardashianGame · Penelope❤ @ You still have a few hours to get
this outfit with 5-star rating on parties pic.twitter.com/.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
View "Cheat Codes for the Kim Kardashian iPhone Game" and more funny posts on BONUS:
To up your Star Rating, sign whatever he hands you. That way.

